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Hi,
It’s great that you are interested to know more about working with us.

I say working - but we do all the work, so you don’t have to. It’s a partnership where we both

benefit, designing the lifestyles we want through smart and rewarding property investment

options. The key thing to know is that 3 exciting achievements can come from a partnership

with us:

We can create safe, secure and significantly positive returns on our investments. We’ll

share example figures when you are ready that show how these have significantly

outperformed returns from most banks, savings or other investments. You can decide for

yourself how these compare to your current investments.

A regular monthly income you can enjoy from our properties. We achieve this by providing

homes that are inspiring, desirable and sought after, offering a sociable way of living for

people of all ages, who perhaps wouldn’t normally be able to afford such quality.

We can help people keen to sell their property, in a quick and professional manner.

We look forward to working with you.

Adam Willmott

Founder, Olivia Rose Estates

Yours sincerely,
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Interest rates for savers are at historic lows. It is becoming more and more difficult to achieve

acceptable returns on your capital. As investors ourselves, in the residential and commercial property

space, we understand the need to deliver strong, risk managed returns. Many people view property as a

more attractive investment proposition than traditional stocks and shares, or leaving their money in a

bank savings account, often to depreciate over time.

Property is probably one of the world’s most popular investments, for good reason. According to Land

Registry data, over the last 80 years property values have increased in the UK by 7.9% per annum, which

means they have doubled in value every 9 years. Do your bank savings or other investments grow at

this rate?

Not only can property outgrow inflation, but it’s also a secured asset and investment. This is probably

why approximately 90% of the top 500 rich list have made all, or part, of their fortunes through property

investments.
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1. Why Property?



However, while property has seen continued growth over the last few decades, it requires time, effort,

knowledge and skill. This goes a long way to explaining why many people do not invest in property - the

principles might be simple but that doesn’t mean it’s easy! That’s where we come in. We will take care

of pretty much everything for you.

By employing creative acquisition strategies, a bespoke design & development phase and

comprehensive long-term management solutions, we are able to offer unique investment opportunities

to suit the needs of cash rich, time poor investors.
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Why Property?

According to Land Registry data, over the last 80 years property values have increased

in the UK by 7.9% per annum, which means they have doubled in value every 9 years.



From a young age I have had a fascination with business, from washing

cars in the local community during school holidays aged nine to buying

and selling second-hand bicycle equipment throughout my secondary

school years. My father often referred to me as an “entrepreneur”, but I

never really gave it much thought or appreciated what it meant. To this

Over the years I have set up a number of businesses, some more successful than others. Over 10 years

ago I founded a small, successful engineering consultancy which still operates today. This business

provides integrated engineering solutions, specialising in enhancing the performance of components,

products and systems through a combination of innovative research, design and development. We have

extensive experience designing and developing high performance solutions across a diverse range of

industries and customers, from defence contractors and industrial businesses to motorsport and

mainstream sporting environments. Our focus, attention to detail and outstanding results have resulted

in us being sought out as consultants by many prestigious clients, most notably Formula 1 race teams

Williams Grand Prix and Red Bull Racing, and luxury automotive brand Aston Martin Lagonda.

Along with the engineering, a passion for bricks and mortar was brewing. At the age of 17 I completed

my first “back to brick” renovation with a friend, learning many essential building trades along the way.

The skills developed all those years ago have stayed with me to the present day, honed on multiple

renovation projects of my own, as well as those of family and friends. All these projects combined have

shown me that property investing can be both profitable and rewarding.

day I would not consider myself to be an entrepreneur, just somebody who enjoys “hard graft” and the

rewards that come with it.
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2. Who Are We?



to achieve a greater level of financial freedom by creating a regular recurring

monthly income and longer-term capital growth through property.

Business for Good
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Who Are We?

About Us: Olivia Rose Estates

I am a property problem solver and investor whose goal is to deliver strong profits and stable cashflow

for the company and for our investors. I believe that’s good business. It’s also a platform that will afford

us the opportunity to be a business for good.

Good Business

One simple aim:

In 2018 I founded Olivia Rose Estates, with one simple aim: to achieve a greater level of financial

freedom by creating a regular recurring monthly income and longer-term capital growth through

property.

Over the years I have invested a huge amount of time, money and effort into property. Now I’ve turned

this passion into a business – a good business, and a business for good.

I believe that regardless of age, income or circumstance everyone deserves a comfortable, warm and

safe place to live. Committed to giving back to our local community, we will work alongside them, using

a percentage of our profits to help give homeless young adults the gift of warmth, comfort and

community.



We do not believe in the mantra “follow one course until successful”. Unless, of course, it’s property! We

maintain an open mind on all opportunities which come our way, seeking out the potential reward and

exit strategies in every single one.

By employing creative acquisition strategies, a bespoke design & development phase and

comprehensive long-term management solutions, we can offer unique property investment

opportunities to suit the needs of cash rich, but time poor investors. We help you to achieve a greater

level of financial freedom by creating a regular recurring monthly income and longer-term capital

growth.

This approach allows us to honour our core belief that people can design the lifestyle they want. There’s

no need to wait until retirement to enjoy the rewards. We are creating a legacy and future for our

families, and we won’t settle for standard or “just okay”. Everyone can and should have the opportunity

for a better way of life.

We are guided by industry leading figures and time-served, successful property investors. With strong 

networks and partnerships, and over 40 years combined experience in business, rest assured you are in

safe hands.
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Integrity 

We work with integrity in everything we do and embody our principles when working with investors and

suppliers. We believe in openness, empowering us to present the facts and you to make informed

decisions. We aim to demonstrate our integrity at every step, by what we say and what we do.

Efficiency

Time and money are precious resources. We do more, with less. It’s as simple as that.

Quality

From the service we provide to our investors, to the homes we create for our communities, quality

resonates through everything that we do. All our accommodation is designed with quality in mind,

ensuring market-beating returns for our investors.
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Mission & Values

Our business is built on trust and integrity. This is intrinsic to everything we do, and is what gives our

suppliers, partners and investors the confidence to work with us. We treat everyone individually, offering

bespoke advice, which in turn builds long-term relationships and helps our investors to make better, 

more informed decisions.

We Value Relationships

The magic thing about home is that it feels good to leave, and it feels even better to

come back.

4. Mission & Values
Our mission is simple: to provide comfortable, sociable and incredibly stylish

accommodation for all.



There are three main ways that we can work together, depending on what you can or would like to 

invest, what kind of returns you’re looking for and what you’d like to get out of our partnership.
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Investment Options

Lending Funds

Short to Medium term
6% to 10% interest 

per annum

Joint Venture
Partnership

Investor Funds

Medium and Long term
9% to 22% + interest per annum

plus regular monthly income
and capital growth*

* The above return percentages are based on examples from previous property performance as indicative ROI figures & do not
guarantee the return on future investments. Specific figures will be provided to assess your chosen investment opportunity.

Full Turn-Key
Service

Short, Medium or Long term
8% to 20% + interest per

annum / regular monthly 
income / capital growth*

5. Investment Options



Lending Funds

Typical Investor Profile

For some property investments we simply require funds for development of the project. Typically, we

will require funds for a period from 3 months up to 5 years. You will be rewarded with 6% to 10% interest

per annum depending on the investment amount, agreed timescale and your goals.

• Wants to invest for the short to medium term, in something safe and secure yet still achieve a

  good return

• Has savings, inheritance or redundancy money sitting in the bank making little or no return, 

  typical of the ISAs or savings accounts currently on offer from most banks

• Wants interest payments that are inflation beating so their money isn’t decreasing in value

• Would like to generate a much higher return on their pension pot as well as have more control 

  on the returns it produces

• Likes their funds to remain relatively liquid i.e. funds are returned at the end of the defined

  investment term

Earn 6% to 10% interest per annum on investment amounts from £10,000 upwards*
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Investment Options - Lending Funds

* The above return percentages are based on examples from previous property performance as indicative ROI figures & do not
guarantee the return on future investments. Specific figures will be provided to assess your chosen investment opportunity.



Joint Venture Partnership

Making Your Life Less Taxing & More Profitable

A joint venture partnership is the most popular way to invest in property with us. Your investment is

secured by a first charge   against the property, providing you with additional peace of mind.

Furthermore, you will benefit from the substantial rental income and capital growth which ownership of

one of our properties generates.

We provide the expertise, knowledge and skill and take care of all the stress and effort required to

locate, negotiate, secure, develop and refurbish the property. With a comprehensive long-term

management service, including renting, managing and maintaining the property, you can sit back and

enjoy the rewards. We do all the work, so you don’t have to.

Share in Our Success

Both parties will typically receive an equal share of the capital appreciation in the property and net

rental income. Based on the value added during the refurbishment, the majority of invested funds will be

returned after revaluation and re-mortgaging the property to release the equity created. This typically

occurs around 6 months after purchase. Any funds remaining are in a secure place, achieving a higher

return than you would achieve with a typical savings or ISA account.

Receive a regular monthly income and earn upwards of 9% to 22% interest per annum*
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Investment Options - Joint Venture Partnership

* The above return percentages are based on examples from previous property performance as indicative ROI figures & do not
guarantee the return on future investments. Specific figures will be provided to assess your chosen investment opportunity.

#

   Investments which are secured with a first charge against the property can protect investors against losses and lower the overall
risk of losing money. Simply put, with a first charge, the investor can take ownership of the property and/or development project if we
default, providing an assurance that some or the entire investment may be recovered by completing the project or selling the asset.

#
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Investment Options - Joint Venture Partnership

Typical Investor Profile

• Wants a typically low-risk investment whilst benefiting from substantial rental income and

  capital growth

• Likes high returns for little time or effort

• Wants a long-term, rewarding investment

• Is comfortable leaving some funds in a secure asset

• Has access to funds in the region of £75,000 to £200,000 initially, before revaluation

• Is eligible for a mortgage. If the investor is not eligible for a mortgage, 100% of purchase funds

  plus renovation funds will need to be provided, typically between £250,000 and £350,000

• Understands that this is a joint profit & loss partnership. There is serious motivation and

  commitment from us to ensure the asset is protected and returns maximized

• Is interested in the opportunity to build a significant portfolio of high cash flow properties. This

  is achieved through the recycling of funds from the initial investment and where necessary

  topping up with additional funds



Fees for the turn-key service vary depending on the size and type of the property and the scope of the

refurbishment work involved. Typical fees for the complete turn-key service start at £4,000 for a Single

Let property and between £15,000 to £20,000 for HMO properties.

Full Turn-Key Service

Our full service offers a comprehensive sourcing solution for investors who want to maintain sole

control of their property. We take care of the whole process from start to finish and deliver a market

ready, profitable, out-of-the-box investment property to you.

At times the market can be saturated with properties for sale; other times there can be few investment

opportunities available. It can be difficult, time consuming and stressful to source the right investment

property to meet your requirements. With our knowledge, skills, network and resources, we have a tried

and tested model to help investors achieve much greater returns than they could alone. With our

turn-key service you can invest with complete confidence, knowing that the property will be renovated

to our exceptionally high standards and the management process will be seamless. We will deliver a

property that has been purpose built to achieve the highest possible rents.

Receive a regular monthly income and earn upwards of 8% to 20% interest per annum*
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Investment Options - Full Turn-Key Service

Hands Off to 100% Control

Once we’ve sourced the property and handed it over, you receive 100% of the monthly rental income

and capital growth achieved from any appreciation in the property.

• We source the property for you

• We negotiate and organise the purchase on your behalf

• We manage the development and refurbishment of the property

* The above return percentages are based on examples from previous property performance as indicative ROI figures & do not
guarantee the return on future investments. Specific figures will be provided to assess your chosen investment opportunity.
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Investment Options - Full Turn-Key Service

Typical Investor Profile

Example Calculation

• Wants to invest in property but perhaps lacks experience, knowledge or a network of reliable

  tradespeople to do so themselves

• Has funds to invest, but doesn’t have the time to manage the process from start to finish

• Already invests in property and wants to grow their portfolio without partnerships or spending

  significant time on the process

• Wants to achieve market beating rental returns, far higher than you could get in other areas of

  the country, or through traditional single let properties

• Is comfortable leaving some or all of their original investment in the property, until it is either

  sold or the property has seen significant capital appreciation enabling the release of funds

• Wants to maintain sole ownership of the property and profits in exchange for slightly lower

  returns than would be achieved in a joint venture partnership investment

After all fees, purchase funds and development costs you can expect to achieve:

Net yield is the annual profit generated by the property, divided by its total acquisition purchase cost.

• A net rental yield in the region of 8% to 12% per month for HMO properties*

• A net rental yield in the region of 4% to 7% per month for a Single Let property*

• Capital growth on the property*

• Interest return ranging from 8% to 20% and upwards* 

Net Yield (%)
x 100

£24, 000
Gross Annual Rental Income Annual Running Costs

Purchase Price inc All Costs
£200, 000

= 8% Net Yield

=
£8, 000-

* The above return percentages are based on examples from previous property performance as indicative ROI figures & do not
guarantee the return on future investments. Specific figures will be provided to assess your chosen investment opportunity.



Benjamin Franklin famously said:

 “Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me and I learn.”
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Strategic Business Advisers

6. Strategic Business Advisers

In the property business, there’s always something new to learn, and my aim is for Olivia Rose Estates

to always be at the forefront of our industry. With that in mind, I have made a conscious decision to

partner with experts who will help us see where improvements can be made and find ways to stimulate

personal and professional growth. These experts bring with them a wealth of experience and are a

valuable source of information and knowledge, helping the business to grow and progress. The added

value from their input as both mentors and trusted advisers is immense.

I am proud to say that Olivia Rose Estates is partnered with industry experts Andy Thomas and

Rich Liddle.
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Strategic Business Advisers

In the short time I’ve known Adam it is apparent from the word go that he is incredibly focused

and disciplined in many areas of his life. His work ethic and attention to detail are a testament to

the huge progress he has made in his property journey and his ability to find a deal is only

matched by his ability to negotiate with all parties involved. On top of all this he also finds the

time to pay a lot of his experience forward, and is consistently adding value within the Blue Oak

community, going that extra mile when asked for by his fellow investors. The future is bright for

Adam. Watch this space...

Heading into 2020 and beyond, Andy’s main strategy continues to be sourcing BMV (below market

value) properties that he can refurb, add value to and sell to the consumer market: first and next time

buyers for example. Refurbs and flips are what really get him excited and he believes he will do these

well past the normal ‘retirement’ age.

Andy is now venturing into land acquisitions, developing and large-scale conversions which he says are

“slightly out of my comfort zone so I am once again a student of this industry. Fortunately, I am very

comfortable at being uncomfortable and I am very excited about the next 5 years”.

He does all this while continuing to add free value and content via his YouTube channel The365Investor

and podcast series Win & Tonic.

Andy has been involved in property for over 15 years. It is both his

business and a hobby, and he considers himself incredibly lucky to do

this as a profession.

During its peak in 2013 Andy’s portfolio contained over 130 houses,

spread across the north of England in Liverpool, Manchester and Leeds.

As of 2019, Andy’s portfolio is much more modest and efficient, containing 8 single lets, 6 HMOs, a

car park and multiple development sites in planning or construction. A great testament to Andy’s

success in property is the fact this his personal property portfolio is now unencumbered. That’s

mortgage free to you and me!

Andy Thomas
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Strategic Business Advisers

Adam is drawing on his many years of running an engineering consultancy for some very

prestigious clients, bringing with him a keen eye for detail, particularly when it comes to the

numbers. With his work ethic, pragmatic approach and prior business and property experience,

I know this new venture will be a huge success as his passion, drive and previous experience are

a perfect fit for this business. I look forward to working with him through 2020, and beyond.

2020, Rich will draw his military career to a close and move full time into property, with the formation of

The Blue Oak Property Group.

Rich is an experienced property investor with many years spent building a multimillion-pound portfolio

throughout the UK. Today his portfolio comprises 18 single lets and 7 HMOs, totalling 55 rooms. He

previously held a portfolio in Scotland of over 50 units, but sold this in 2002 to concentrate on building

his portfolio in North Yorkshire. Rich is an expert in raising joint venture finance for rapid business

growth.

An energetic leader and manager, Rich has the ability to analyse complex problems and develop

innovative solutions, achieving consistently outstanding results, on time and within budgetary

constraints. He is an excellent communicator with highly developed interpersonal skills, unwavering

customer focus and a proven record of safety. Rich is an advocate for the eradication of homelessness,

especially amongst the ex-service personnel community, through Homes Fit 4 Heroes. His new venture

with Blue Oak aims to delve into many sectors and create a brand which thrives on being open, honest and

ethical.

Rich has had a long-standing military career. A capable and versatile

military officer, pilot and instructor, he has extensive experience in project

management and a track record for delivering results on business-critical

operations, worldwide. For the past 15 years, he has managed his role in

the military alongside his passion for property investment. Moving into

Rich Liddle
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7. Contact Us

If you want to earn great returns on your money, the opportunity to share in our success and invest

alongside us in a residential or commercial development project, contact the team at Olivia Rose

Estates today.

Your capital is at risk and is not protected under the Financial Services Compensation Scheme. It is your

responsibility to assess whether making an investment is suitable for you, with particular regard to your risk

appetite, investment term and your personal financial circumstances. We are not advising you on the

appropriateness or suitability of any investment. We recommend that you take advice from an independent

financial advisor if you are in any doubt as to whether making an investment is suitable for you. Olivia Rose

Estates Ltd. is registered in England and Wales under company number 11195000, with offices at The Sycamores,

43 Kneesworth Street, Royston, Hertfordshire, SG8 5AB. Olivia Rose Estates is not covered by the Financial

Services Compensation Scheme.

Disclaimer

+44 (0)7825 335 361

adam@oliviaroseestates.com

www.oliviaroseestates.com




